ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Adult Assembly Required.
Save these instructions for future use.

MODEL #’s:

00121 - Natural Two Drawer
00122 - Natural Three Drawer
00125 - Cherry Three Drawer
00126 - White Three Drawer/Pink
00127 - White Three Drawer/Blue
00128 - White Three Drawer/Sage
00129 - White Three Drawer/Brown
11700 - Espresso Three Drawer/Canvas

NAME: Hamper/Storage Furniture
TOOLS NEEDED: Phillips Screwdriver
(power driver is helpful but be careful
not to damage the product)

NOTE: These assembly
instructions cover two different
product styles. Product package
includes the parts for one model only.
Follow the instructions for the one
model you have purchased.

PARTS INCLUDED:
(A1) 1 - Left Side Frame
(A2) 1 - Right Side Frame
(B) 1 - Top Panel
(CF) 1 - Front Bottom Rail (2 holes)
(CR) 1 - Rear Bottom Rail (4 holes)
(D) 10 - Bolts
(E) MODEL 00121 ONLY:
2 - Hampers/Drawers
(F) THREE DRAWER MODELS ONLY:
3 - Hampers/Drawers

BEFORE YOU BEGIN ASSEMBLY:
Ensure that all the parts and hardware listed are included. If any part is
missing or unsatisfactory, please do not call the store or return the
product to them. For fastest service, go to:
http://www.badgerbasket.com/parts
YOUR MODEL NUMBER IS: See List Above
YOUR VERSION CODE IS: 7.1/1211/TG
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
Wood parts can be wiped clean with a damp cloth and dry thoroughly.
Spot clean the fabric parts with mild detergent and cold water and air dry.
If using any other cleaner, test an inconspicuous area first.
This product is for home storage purposes only. NEVER
allow anyone to climb or stand on this unit. It is not a ladder, step stool, or
chair. Choking Hazard! Keep unassembled parts out of the reach of small
children. Use only the parts and hardware provided by Badger Basket. Do
not use the product if it is damaged, broken, or missing any parts.
Periodically check to make sure all the bolts and screws remain tight.
Badger Basket, PO Box 227, Edgar, WI 54426-0227 USA • Web: www.badgerbasket.com
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TWO DRAWER MODELS
See PICTURE 1.
Assemble frame as shown using the
ten bolts, two side panels, top panel,
and two bottom rails. The side frames
have drawer stoppers to prevent the
drawers from being pushed out
the back of the unit.
Slide the hampers/drawers into place
inside the frame. Final assembly looks
like PICTURE 2 below.

PICTURE 2

PICTURE 4

THREE DRAWER MODELS

PICTURE 3

See PICTURE 3.
Assemble frame as shown using the
ten bolts, two side panels, top panel,
and two bottom rails. The side frames
have drawer stoppers to prevent the
drawers from being pushed out
the back of the unit.
Slide the hampers/drawers into place inside
the frame. Final assembly looks like
PICTURE 4 above.
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